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D uring World War II, the U.S. government operated a network of alien detention facilities — a numbing 

euphemism for prisons — and filled them with about 120,000 Japanese-Americans, two-thirds of 

whom were American citizens and nearly all of whom were never charged, tried or convicted of any crime.

That we carried out such a policy is not a new revelation, but it's still shocking to consider that one of our 

responses to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor was to scour the West Coast for Japanese immigrants and 

put them in makeshift prisons.

In "The Train to Crystal City: FDR's Secret Prisoner Exchange Program and America's Only Family 

Internment Camp During World War II," Jan Jarboe Russell tells the story of one of the places we took them 

— Crystal City, Texas.

Many of the detention facilities — also known as internment camps — had been actual prisons. Crystal City, 

though, had been a village for thousands of Mexican migrants who picked spinach and Bermuda onions and 

loaded them onto train cars. By 1942, the migrants had largely dispersed because of increased security at the 

Mexican border and an alien registration law that many feared was the beginning of an immigrant purge. The 

Immigration and Naturalization Service took over operation of Crystal City, built a barbed-wire fence and 

guard towers around the perimeter of it, and started filling it with detainees who arrived by train.

Russell, the author of "Lady Bird: A Biography of Mrs. Johnson" and a longtime Texas Monthly contributor, 

first learned about the Crystal City internment camp more than 40 years ago when she was a student at the 

University of Texas at Austin. As a reporter for the student newspaper, she interviewed a Japanese-American 

professor named Alan Taniguchi whose father had been interned as a "dangerous enemy alien" at Crystal City 

during World War II.

Russell stayed in touch with Taniguchi, and his story stuck with her. Years later, she returned to Austin to visit 

Taniguchi and learned that he had died. The professor's son shared his father's files — containing many names 

of the children who had grown up at Crystal City — with Russell, which started Russell down the path that 

resulted in "The Train to Crystal City."

"I opened the file and saw a list of names, written in Alan's meticulous hand," Russell writes in the 

introduction, "of many children who were incarcerated in the Crystal City Internment Camp at the time his 

father was interned. The children were now old men and women, who lived all over the world. The next day, I 

started telephoning them."

Russell's guide through the policy aspects of the story is Earl G. Harrison, who led a national program that 

registered and fingerprinted almost 5 million resident aliens, which Congress mandated in the Alien 

Registration Act. After the United States entered World War II, Harrison became the commissioner of the INS 

and was responsible for overseeing many of the alien detention camps. Harrison, a child of immigrant parents 
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who was personally troubled by the policies he was charged with administering, is one of the more 

compassionate figures in an FDR administration that was torn internally over its internment policy.

The story within Crystal City is told largely through two teenage girls who lived at the camp — both American-

born, one Japanese-American and the other German-American. Crystal City was the only family camp among 

the U.S. detention centers, and the INS built family cottages, schools, barber shops and a hospital. It was just 

like any other American town in the 1940s except that every resident was forced to live there, armed guards 

kept them from leaving, and the segregated Japanese and German neighborhoods were constantly at odds. 

Stripped from the context of World War II and the fact that the story really happened, the book reads like a 

post-apocalyptic fantasy novel.

One little-reported aspect of U.S. war policy that Russell describes in emotional detail is that Crystal City was 

a hub for prisoner exchanges. Families would be "repatriated" — and not of their choosing — to Japan or 

Germany in exchange for Americans that the Japanese and Germans were holding. Many children at Crystal 

City, who were born in the United States and were American citizens in every imaginable sense, were parceled 

off to war-ravaged Japan and Germany in these exchanges.

Crystal City bore an eerie resemblance and a similar function to some of the German concentration camps. 

"Like Crystal City, which housed numerous nationalities and existed in part for exchange," Russell writes, 

"Bergen-Belsen was started in 1943 specifically as an 'exchange camp,' a place where Jewish prisoners were 

held for exchange for Germans in other countries or for cash."

Eleanor Roosevelt had opposed her husband's internment policy. In 1948, when the United Nations adopted 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Eleanor Roosevelt chaired the drafting committee. In every major 

military conflict in U.S. history, the federal government has restricted civil rights and human rights in the 

name of national security, and "The Train to Crystal City" is a powerful contribution to the discussion of why 

and how that happens.

There are obvious parallels between Crystal City and today's Guantanamo Bay detention facility and between 

the anti-immigrant sentiment then and now, but Russell wisely resists the urge to connect the dots. Her story 

is harrowing enough on its own.

Attorney Scott Porch is writing a book about social upheaval in the 1960s and '70s.

"The Train to Crystal City"

By Jan Jarboe Russell, Scribner, 395 pages, $30

This piece first ran in Printers Row Journal, the Chicago Tribune’s premium Sunday book 

section. Learn more about subscribing to Printers Row Journal, which is available for 

home or digital delivery.
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